
Make Your
Reservation For A
Successful Hotel
With Digital Signage
If you are in need of a new and effective way to 
deliver top-notch hospitality services to your 
guests, consider implementing a digital 
signage strategy. It is a new and much better 
way to make guests feel right at home.



Perhaps what helps viewers remember what they see is the 
fact that research shows viewers spend time actually 
studying digital signage. In fact, 63% of guests prefer hotels 
with atech-enabled lobby, information such as news, 
weather, flight updates, or recommendations for tourist 
attractions are well appreciated.

There is also the fact that your guests can be continuously 
engaged with a sign, even if they have walked past the 
screen before. To help sustain and build such engagement, 
you want to be sure you change up the content you display 
on your signage. Create a signage campaign to get a feel for 
what is the most effective and when.

Because there is a chance there might be another hotel on 
the same block or within a close range, you have got to do 
what you can to stand out while you work on building your 
brand image. Rather than invest in massive flashing neon 
signs (and sending your utility bills through the roof), be 
smarter and a bit more strategic about your approach and 
invest in quality digital signage instead.

What makes digital signage so effective in the hotel industry 
is that displays engage viewers, which makes sense because 
we have all become so accustomed to consuming information 
through our phone screens. Studies show that 70% of 
Americans vividly remember viewing digital signage, and 47 
percent of that 70% can remember seeing an ad. That means 
digital signage makes a definite impact on viewers, so you 
know you are making a solid investment should you decide to 
implement signs in your hotel interior.

Stats & Facts About
Digital Signage In Hotels

of guests prefer
hotels with a
tech-enabled lobby63%



Allow your brand persona and overall aesthetic to shine 
through in your signage and attract guests the smart and 
cost-efficient way. 

Once you have got guests in the door, offer them an 
enhanced customer experience by scattering signs 
throughout the premises informing them of your amenities 
as well as any specials you have currently got going on. If 
you have a restaurant, let guests know what they can enjoy 
for their next meal. Guests may also appreciate digital 
signage displaying current and upcoming weather in the 
area as well as public transportation schedules. You can also 
keep things a bit more simple and use displays to help with 
wayfinding as you provide guests with a map of your hotel. It 
is also a good idea to provide answers to FAQ on digital 
signage, something that can keep employees from 
answering the same question multiple times.

Informative digital signage can be used throughout the

hotel, or in each room to target particular audiences or 
specific guests, to let them know about available in-house 
facilities. Such advertisements might include information 
about hotel bars and restaurants. Additionally, these same 
signs can be used to provide guests information about 
conference and meeting schedules.

The hospitality industry is highly competitive. Technology 
helps to gain a competitive edge. Each brand has its unique 
pitch and offers with specialized services to appeal to 
consumers in a variety of ways. Digital signage creates a 
strong added value to the existing offer and make a 
difference for your business. The cost and complexity of 
incorporating digital signage are no longer barriers.

Some companies, though, are changing the way digital 
signage is deployed, opening the door for nearly every hotel 
of all sizes to incorporate digital advertising.



Nixplay Signage:
Enhance Your Messaging, 
Transform Your Business
At Nixplay Signage, we offer integrated, out-of-the-box, 
WiFi digital signage solutions that are simple, scalable, and 
affordable.

Nixplay Signage Displays are powered by our Nixplay 
Signage Software, allowing you to manage your content 
remotely. Content is in your control and displayed 
seamlessly, eliminating many of the stumbling blocks 
associated with traditional methods of deploying digital 
signage.

Nixplay Signage offers an all-in-one signage solution 
consisting of digital displays, small format signage, and a 
digital signage player. To deploy digital signage, you would 
simply choose the number and sizes of displays or players you 
desire, along with an accompanying software subscription 
plan. 

After receiving your displays or players, simply unpack and 
install them in the desired location. Then, power up and 
activate the displays, upload content, and publish to your 
displays or players.

Displays also feature a smart Hu-Motion Sensor with 
3.5-meter depth, providing the user with the option for the
 

displays to automatically turn off when no motion is 
detected. This not only saves energy and controls costs but 
also prolongs the life of the screen as well.

Secure, Cloud-Based, 
Content Management 
System
Our Nixplay Signage Software is a content management 
system that lets you easily manage your digital signage 
campaigns from your browser, whether you are working on 
your laptop or tablet. Our complete, integrated system is 
easy to use and requires no special training, eliminating the 
time and costs of complication content management 
software that requires ongoing training. 

All content from Nixplay Signage is delivered seamlessly to 
displays or players, automatically ensuring the optimal size 
and resolution. Content can consist of images, animation or 
videos and can be scheduled to play at any time. Nixplay 
Signage also support RSS feeds and digital signage apps to 
enable clients to create richer, more engaging digital signage 
campaigns.

Our Customer Service team is dedicated to offering support 
on email and by phone. Nixplay Signage solutions also come 
with a 3-year warranty.

Our complete, integrated 
system is easy to use, 
requires no special training, 
and has no need for 
separate hardware and 
software. This helps save you 
time and money to focus on 
delivering optimal results. All 
Nixplay Signage solutions 
come with a 3-year warranty, 
as well as a dedicated 
customer service  team 
ready to assist you should 
you encounter any issues 
with your display or player.

Get in touch with our 
Nixplay Signage team today 
to learn more.
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1  Select Your Displays or Players 

2  Upload Your Content and Create
Your Signage Campaign

3  Schedule, Publish, Enjoy the Results

The Basics Of The Nixplay Signage Solution

After you purchase the displays receive and take them out of the box.

Power on and connect displays to your WiFi network.

Activate the displays by following the pairing instructions on the screen.

Upload your content and create playlists. Content can be uploaded from
connected devices, social media platforms including Facebook, Instagram,
Google Photos and cloud storage platforms including Dropbox and Flickr.

Send your playlists to displays.

Your playlist is playing on all your displays.

1. Out of the box:

2. Power on:

3. Activate:

4. Upload Content:

5. Display Content:

6. Congratulations - You’re done!

Ease of Scalability
Although many digital signage solutions 
come with hidden cost and complications 
that make them a questionable investment 
for all but the largest players, Nixplay 
Signage’s low cost and transparent 
pricing structure relative to other 
solutions make it easy to estimate ROI.

And as a business grows, the Nixplay 
Signage solution can grow with it. Operators 
simply add additional displays, with no need 
to upgrade the entire solution.

When weighing these advantages with the 
cost and effort associated with static 
signage, there’s no reason not to consider 
the Nixplay Signage digital signage 
solution.



About Nixplay Signage
Creedon Technologies was founded in 2007 with a vision 
to connect people with technology. In 2009 the 
company's first brand, NIX, was launched and quickly 
became the number one Digital Photo Frame in the 
USA. In December 2013 Nixplay was launched and has 
gone on to become the top-selling Cloud connected 
Digital Photo Frame in the world. 

Nixplay Signage was launched in response to requests 
from our existing consumer base who challenged us to 
create an equally simple solution for their corporate 
needs. Our success stems from our commitment to lead 
digital signage innovation, continually developing new 
technologies and disrupting the signage industry with 
an integrated, out-of-the-box solution.

Learn more at nixplaysignage.com

Call Us:
 +1-415-299-6403 

 +44-800-689-1570  
+852-2548-8831

 Email: sales@nixplaysignage.com
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